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Abstract

When ICRH heating is applied to the plasma, it is observed that the
momentum of the plasma and the confinement of the plasma change. The
goal of this thesis is to find out whether this change in momentum is
caused by a change in confinement or by an ICRH induced torque, TICRH.
It is derived that TICRH can always be written as a multiplication factor, α,
which depends on relative changes in momentum and confinement, times
the torque exerted on the plasma before the ICRH, T : TICRH = αT . The
ICRH can be in the same direction (amplifying torque) as T or in oppo-
site direction (reducing torque) as T . This thesis is based on TEXTOR, a
tokamak which uses two NBI systems set up in exactly opposite directions
(one in the co-current direction and one in the counter-current direction),
with respectively PCo−NBI and PCounter−NBI as co- and counter-NBI power.
For this thesis it is assumed that the energy confinement time, τE, and the
momentum confinement time, τm, are linked: τm ∝ τE.

In most co-NBI experiments the relative change in momentum is com-
pletely caused by a change in confinement: no ICRH torque is induced
in these cases. Contrastingly, when special ICRH phasing or high density
plasmas with high ion - ion collisionality are used an ICRH induced torque
(respectively reducing and amplifying) is needed to explain the change in
rotation. When ICRH torque is induced, there is a correlation between
the ion - ion collisionality and TICRHand TICRH ∝ PCo−NBI. In these cases
the ICRH induced torque can effectively amplify T up to 1.8 times T or
effectively reduce the total torque up to 0.6 times T . In counter-NBI ex-
periments the ICRH induces torque because there is hardly any change
in momentum due to the ICRH, meaning that the change in confinement
is completely explained by the change in torque: an amplifying ICRH in-
duced torque (practically the opposite of co-NBI experiments). The ICRH
induced torque for counter-NBI experiments has a correlation with the
electron-ion collisionality and the ICRH power and TICRH ∝ PCounter−NBI.
It approximately amplifies the total torque 1.1 - 1.4 times T . In balanced
beam experiments (PCo−NBI ≈ PCounter−NBI), the ICRH induces relatively
high torque because the changes in momentum and confinement work in
opposite directions. The ICRH induced torque for balanced beam exper-
iments correlates with both the electron - ion and ion - ion collisionality
and with the ICRH power. The ICRH can amplify the total torque up to
5.5 times in balanced beam experiments. However, since the torque before
the ICRH is low, the ICRH induced torque is low as well.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In this chapter we will discuss the theory needed to understand the prob-
lem of this thesis. The thesis of this report is about how to describe the
effects of a EM wave heating system called ICRH on plasmas which are
primarily heated with a neutral beam (NBI) in TEXTOR tokamak. We will
investigate whether ICRH can be explained by a difference in transport
in the reactor (confinement) or an ICRH induced torque. By gaining this
knowledge, it might be possible to improve rotation in a tokamak using
ICRH.

1.1 Why nuclear fusion?

At the present time there are concerns about our energy supply. It is
expected that more energy will be needed as developing countries will
become more developed. Furthermore, certain models predict that the
earth’s population will increase from 7 billion to 10 billion, the world’s en-
ergy consumption will triple and the fossil fuels will run out this century.
Therefore it is of vital importance to find another energy source.

One of the candidates for solving the energy problem is nuclear fusion.
However, nuclear fusion is technically and scientifically very challenging
and it needs a lot of research before we are able to use it as a power source.

1.2 How to achieve nuclear fusion

In nuclear fusion, you have to bring two light nuclei (with positive charges)
close enough together to make them fuse. In order to do this high energies
are needed, which means high temperatures and / or high pressures. One
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method of nuclear fusion is by making the pressure very high so that the
fusion fuel is confined by its own mass: inertial confinement fusion. The
essence of inertial confinement fusion is that the nuclei are fused so fast
that they do not have time to move apart. Another method of nuclear fu-
sion is by making the temperature very high (around 15 keV), giving the
ions a lot of energy which makes it possible for them to fuse. Basically, the
time that the ions are close to each other is increased in this case. At these
temperatures the fusion fuel becomes a plasma. If the plasma touches the
wall, it loses its temperature and it damages the wall. Luckily it is possi-
ble to confine the plasma with magnetic fields, using a tube like magnetic
confinement device. However the plasma will bump into the ends. The
solution is to connect the edges and make a round doughnut shaped reac-
tor.

1.3 Theory of tokamak fusion

One of the designs using such a torus for nuclear fusion is called a toka-
mak. Literally tokamak is a Russian acronym for ”toroidal chamber with
magnetic coils”. That in itself states what a tokamak is: it is a torus, which
is encircled by magnetic coils. In the middle the torus has a solenoid. A
current ramp goes through the solenoid, creating an electric field, which
induces a plasma current (in the same direction as the magnetic field) in-
side the reactor. The plasma current and the magnetic coils together create
a helical magnetic field in the plasma. In figure 1.1 a schematic drawing of
a tokamak is shown.

The helical magnetic fields form infinitely nested tube like surfaces
called flux surfaces, see section 2.2. The movement of the plasma on the
flux surface is the rotation of the plasma. In reality the flux surfaces are
often broken up and reconnected to another flux surface, changing the
magnetic topology inside a tokamak and creating magnetic island which
may cause disruptions. Rotation can be used to minimize these magnetic
islands, preventing these disruptions. Another effect is that rotation can
be used to decrease turbulence. Therefore it reduces the radial transport
inside a tokamak

Radial transport inside a tokamak is often characterized by energy con-
finement time, τE, and momentum confinement time, τm (both in s), which
respectively describes the energy and momentum transport inside a re-
actor. The momentum and confinement time are defined in equation 1.1,
in which E is the kinetic energy of the plasma in J, P is the total applied
heating power in W, L is the momentum of the plasma in Nms and T is
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Figure 1.1: A schematic drawing of the a tokamak.

the torque in Nm exerted on the plasma.

τE =
E

P
(1.1a)

τm =
L

T
(1.1b)

The plasma current heats up the plasma with Ohmic heating (like a
water cooker). This is not enough to achieve the high temperature needed
for tokamak fusion. Other ways of heating up the plasma are using EM
waves to heat up the ions in the plasma (ICRH) and injecting a neutral
beam (NBI) of high energy particles (comparable fuel injection in a car).
The tokamak this thesis is based on, TEXTOR, has two NBI systems in
opposite directions: one in the co-current direction and one in the counter-
current direction.

The heating sources change the transport in a reactor, changing the
confinement. The NBI also exerts a torque on the plasma. The goal of
this thesis is to find out whether the ICRH only changes the confinement,
or whether the ICRH also induces a torque on the plasma. Gaining this
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knowledge might help us to gain more insight in how to improve rotation
in a tokamak using ICRH.

1.4 This thesis and its motivation

When the ICRH is turned on, it is observed that there is a change in rota-
tion [1]. As explained in figure 1.2 the change in rotation depends on the
ratio of co- and counter-NBI power and the ICRH heating power. In con-
trast to this figure, we will only be looking at the rotation in the direction
of the plasma current.

Figure 1.2: The result of ICRH on the rotation with different ratios of co-
and counter-NBI power and different ICRH powers.

The goal of this thesis is to explain the origin of this change in rotation.
A change in rotation can be described as a change momentum, because
momentum is calculated using rotation and density. The hypothesis is
that when the ICRH is turned on the change in momentum can be fully
explained by the change in confinement, because confinement and mo-
mentum are linked by the definition of the momentum confinement time,
according to equation 1.1.

Can the change in rotation due to ICRH be fully explained by a change
in confinement?

However, it might be that the change in momentum is not enough to
explain the change in confinement. Since torque and momentum are also
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linked through the definition of momentum confinement time, the ICRH
induces a torque on the plasma when the change in confinement is not
enough to explain the change in momentum. Also, we have to find out
what this ICRH induced torque depends on if it is induced.

Does ICRH induce a torque? If so, what does it depend on?

We will be studying the effects of the ICRH heating on the NBI heated
plasmas and we will describe these effects using torque, confinement and
momentum. Therefore it is important to study the effects of the ICRH on
several NBI heating scenarios (which is possible because TEXTOR uses
two different NBI beams).

What is the effect of the ICRH on different scenarios of NBI heating?

This is an interesting research topic for future tokamaks, like ITER as
well. Because future tokamaks will be much bigger, the NBI will only ef-
fect the outside of the tokamak, because its intensity gets less inside the
tokamak. That means that the NBI will deliver much less torque. Since
rotation is important to improve the confinement inside a tokamak, the
question is what the effects of the ICRH on the rotation are. To study these
effects, it is important to know the ICRH’s effect on momentum and con-
finement. A method to describe this effect is by using the ICRH induced
torque.
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Chapter 2

Theory

In this chapter we will elaborate more on the theoretical concepts dis-
cussed in the introduction and we will develop the theory needed to un-
derstand this thesis. We will also discuss the diagnostics used at TEXTOR.

2.1 Coordinate system for tokamaks

When we are talking about tokamaks, which are approximated as tori, we
have to introduce a new coordinate system describing a torus. A torus has
two cross sections, the poloidal cross section (red) and the toroidal cross
section (blue), which is illustrated in figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1: An illustration of the coordinate system used in tori.

The size of a tokamak is given by the plasma radius c, which is the ra-
dius of the tube of the torus and the major radius R0, which is the length
between the center of the torus (plasma center) and the middle of the
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tube. A position, R, of a point in a tokamak is often given by the dis-
tance between this point and the plasma center. Only the radial coordinate
is needed, because there is rotational symmetry due to flux surfaces in a
tokamak.

2.2 Flux surfaces

As explained in figure 2.2, a tokamak has two main magnetic fields: a
toroidal magnetic field, BT , created by the coils surrounding the tokamak
(which has a BT ∝ R−1 dependence due to a tokamak’s geometry), and a
poloidal magnetic field, Bφ, created by the plasma current, which is cre-
ated by the movement of the electrons.

Alternating electric field
through the solonoid in 
the middle

Generates electrical field
in toroidal direction Eφ

The particles start moving,
triggering a plasma current
Ip

Toroidal Crossection of a Tokamak

Poloidal Crossection of a Tokamak

The movement of the plasma
triggers a magnetic field in the
poloidal crossection, Bp

Coils surrounding the tokamak
create a toroidal magnetic 
field BT ~ r-1

Figure 2.2: A description of all the important magnetic fields inside a toka-
mak

If we add up the toroidal and poloidal magnetic fields, we get helical
field lines following tube like surfaces in the reactor. These are called mag-
netic flux surfaces because the surfaces are not intersected by any magnetic
field lines: therefore the magnetic flux is constant on these surfaces. These
form infinite nested tube like surfaces in the reactor, as is shown in figure
2.3.
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Toroidal Crossection Tokamak Poloidal Crossection Tokamak

Figure 2.3: A sketch of the infinite nested flux surfaces in a tokamak in the
toroidal and poloidal intersection.

Flux surfaces are surfaces of constant magnetic flux and constant pres-
sure, and the current is always parallel to a flux surface. This can be de-
rived from the MHD (Magnetohydrodynamics) equations, in which Maxwell’s
electromagnetism is combined with fluid mechanics. See [3] for more in-
formation.

In reality the magnetic confinement in a tokamak is more complex than
the simplified view given in this section. Several extra force effects are
present because of the geometry of a tokamak and because of the BT ≈
R−1 dependence. This causes the trajectory of the particles to be somewhat
shifted from the nested flux surfaces. This is called the Shafranov shift [3].

2.3 Kinetic energy of the plasma

The total kinetic energy of the plasma can be calculated by using the as-
sumption that each particle delivers an energy of 3

2
T (in other words,

Eparticle = 3
2
kbT , but Boltzmann’s constant is already taken in the tempera-

ture in fusion science) [2]. Therefore we can calculate the kinetic energy of
the plasma as function of time, E(t), using equation 2.1. Here ne(R, t) and
ni(R, t) are respectively the densities of the electrons and the ions in m−3

as function of position, r, and time, t. Te(R, t) and Ti(R, t) are respectively
the temperatures of the electrons and ions in eV as function of position, R,
and time, t.

E(t) =
3

2

∫
Torus

[ne(R, t)Te(R, t) + ni(R, t)Ti(R, t)]dV (2.1)
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2.4 Momentum of the plasma

The momentum of the plasma can be calculated using the rotation of the
plasma. In equation 2.2 the definition of momentum is given, in which
ω(R, t) is the rotation in rad/s, m is the mass of the plasma particles and
n(R, t) is the density of the plasma. Here the total momentum of the toka-
mak is calculated, hence the rotation is included in the integral. Normally
the integral is used for calculating the inertia of the plasma, however, in
this case we need the total momentum of the plasma, therefore the rotation
is included in the integral.

L(t) =

∫
Torus

mn(R, t)R2ω(R, t)dV (2.2)

2.5 τE and τm

From lots of experimental data it is assumed that τm and τE are coupled.
According to [4] τm ≈ τE, but more in general equation 2.3 is assumed, in
which β is a dimensionless constant.

τm = βτE (2.3)

The energy and momentum confinement time will be important ele-
ments in this thesis. They are more briefly and specified to the thesis dis-
cussed in section 3.3.

2.6 TEXTOR heating systems

In this section the theory behind the main heating systems used in TEX-
TOR which are important for this thesis are discussed.

2.6.1 Ohmic heating

The main heating in a tokamak is done by ohmic heating. The plasma
current heats up the reactor like a water cooker: in a water cooker, current
is sent through a wire with a high resistivity. A high current with a high
resistivity combined generates a large heating power, heating the water.
In the same way, the plasma inside the tokamak has a resistivity (although
it is much lower compared to the resistivity of the metal wire in a water
cooker), and a toroidal electric field generates a plasma current through
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the toroidal direction of the tokamak. So therefore the plasma current acts
as a heating device, heating the plasma with ohmic heating.

2.6.2 Neutral Beam Injection (NBI)

A beam of high energy deuterium atoms (much higher then the energy of
the desired plasma temperature of 15 keV (TEXTOR manages 1.5 keV)) is
injected into the plasma. Because the atoms are neutral, they are not af-
fected by the magnetic field and they travel in a straight line in the plasma
until they are ionized by the collisions with the plasma already in the re-
actor and the NBI particles become a part of the plasma in the reactor
(comparable with fuel injection in a car). The NBI particles have much
more energy than the particles in the plasma. In such a way, the plasma in
the reactor is heated [3]. Because of the high diffusion in a tokamak, it is
assumed that the fast ions transfer their energy over the ions and electrons
in the plasma. This way of heating has proven to be quite successful.

2.6.3 ICRH

Heating with radio waves in general is useful for heating the plasma and
for driving a steady state non-inductive current in the plasma: so the
plasma current is amplified too. This is comparable with a microwave
oven. In this case, the frequency of the radio waves is such that the fre-
quency equals the resonance frequency of deuterium: only heating the
deuterium, or ions in the plasma. Let us approximate what will happen
provided we would have a static, constant toroidal magnetic field. The
ions will then move circles in the poloidal direction. If an electromagnetic
wave with the same frequency as the gyration frequency of the ions is shot
into the plasma, it will transmit its power to the ion rotating in the toroidal
magnetic field. This is the concept of Ion Cyclotron Resonance Heating
(ICRH). The wavelength of the ICRH is in the order of meters. Therefore,
not a single position in the tokamak is heated, but the whole tokamak.

Although ICRH only heats up the ions in first instance, there is a lot
of diffusion inside the tokamak, which means that the higher ion tem-
perature is quickly divided over the electron temperature with energy ex-
change due to Coulomb interactions.
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2.7 Torque

The various heating methods not only heat up the plasma, but they cause
the plasma to rotate as well, therefore the momentum of the plasma is
changed. Momentum and torque is linked with the definition of the mo-
mentum confinement time, see equation 1.1. Hence there is a possibility
that heating exerts a torque on the plasma.

Ohmic heating causes the plasma to rotate, therefore it causes a small
internal torque on the plasma. The NBI delivers a force on the flux sur-
faces, exerting an external torque on the plasma. This external torque is
much higher than the internal ohmic torque.

The torque, T , in the plasma is the torque provided by the Ohmic heat-
ing, TOhmic, (caused by the plasma current, this is internal torque) and the
exterior torque exerted on the plasma TExternal. This is given in equation
2.4.

T = TOhmic + TExternal (2.4)

In a simple approximation the NBI induced torque delivers all its force
to the flux surface that is tangential to the NBI shot line. In such a case the
NBI torque can be calculated using equation 2.5, in which PNBI is the NBI
power, R is the radius between the plasma center and the tangential flux
surface and vNBI is the speed of the NBI particles [4]

TNBI =
PNBIR

vNBI

(2.5)

The torque provided by the NBI is much larger then the Ohmic in-
duced torque (internal torque), therefore, the total torque is approximated
as the external torque. The torque provided by the NBI is an important
topic in this thesis. In section 3.2.1, a more sophisticated model used for
calculating the NBI torque will be discussed.

The NBI particles are accelerated using an acceleration voltage UNBI.
The equation used for calculating vb is given in equation 2.6, in which m is
the mass of the NBI particles, c is the speed of light and q is the charge of
the NBI particles. The speed of the NBI particles can be a couple percent
of the speed of light, therefore is equation 2.6 corrected with relativistic
terms.

mc2(
1√

1− v2NBI

c2

− 1) = qUNBI (2.6)
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The NBI can deliver torque in two directions, usually referred to as
the co-current direction and the counter-current direction. TEXTOR is a
tokamak that is often used for rotational experiments. The reason for this
is that TEXTOR has two NBI beams in exactly opposite directions, which
is illustrated in figure 2.4. This means that the total torque from the NBI,
is the torque from the NBI in the co-direction (usually referred to as NBI
1) plus the torque from the NBI in the counter-direction (usually referred
to as NBI 2). Therefore, the NBI applied torque would in, such case, be
described by TNBI = TNBI1 − TNBI2. If the power of both NBIs is the same,
the external torque would vanish. However, it is observed that the plasma
still rotates, this is caused by internal (Ohmic) torque.

R

R
Ip

NBI 1 - Co-current direction

NBI 2 - Counter-current
direction

BT

Figure 2.4: The NBI geometry of TEXTOR.

2.8 Collisionality of the plasma

According to [2], the collision times of electron - ion collisions, τei is given
by equation 2.7, in which ε0 is the dielectric constant of vacuum, me is
the electron mass, Te is the average electron temperature in eV, ne is the
average electron density in m−3, Z is the ion charge, e is the elementary
charge and ln Λ is the Coulomb logarithm, which is a term that arises from
the Coulomb interactions in the plasma. The Coulomb logarithm describes
the effectivity of small angle changes in trajectory caused by scattering due
to Coulomb interactions, compared to large angle collisions.

τei =
12π3/2

√
2

ε20m
1/2
e T

3/2
e

neZ2e4 ln Λei

(2.7)
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The Coulomb logarithm for electron - ion collisions can be calculated
by using the empirical formula 2.8. It is assumed that the Coulomb log-
arithm is constant for each experiment, because, although he density and
the temperature fluctuates during the experiment, the logarithm of these
quantities only slightly changes, making the Coulomb logarithm more or
less a constant.

ln Λei = 15.2− 1

2
ln(

ne

1020
) + lnTe (2.8)

According to [2], the collision times of ion - ion collisions, τii is given
by equation 2.9, in which Ti is the ion temperature in keV and mion is the
ion mass.

τii = 12π3/2 ε
2
0m

1/2
ionT

3/2
ion

neZ2e4 ln Λii

(2.9)

The Coulomb logarithm for ion - ion collisions can be calculated by
using empirical formula 2.10.

ln Λii = 17.3− 1

2
ln(

ne

1020
) +

3

2
ln(

Te + Ti

2
) (2.10)

An important topic regarding this thesis is the collisionality of the plasma.
This describes the average time that it takes for a particle to lose its mo-
mentum in one direction and gain it in another, in other words, the average
time that it takes for a particle to make a ninety degree turn. In general, a
smaller collision time means more collisions.

When a particle is accelerated by an EM wave (like ICRH), it trans-
fers its energy to other particles when it collides to them. When the col-
lision times are small, there are more collisions in general. Therefore, the
probability of an accelerated particle to transfer its energy to other parti-
cles before it is taken out of the plasma is larger for small collision times.
A particle is trapped in the plasma until it bumps into the wall or it is
sucked out by the tokamak using a divertor. This described by the particle
confinement time: the average time a particle is confined in the tokamak.
Not only energy is transferred during these interactions but momentum as
well. Ions contain lots of momentum but the momentum of the electrons
is negligible, due to the large difference in ion and electron mass. High
ion - ion collisionality therefore lead to a higher chance for the ICRH to
preserve its energy and momentum in the plasma and high electron - ion
collisionality leads to a high chance for the ICRH to preserve its energy in
the plasma.
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Chapter 3

Experimental set-up

In this chapter we will first discuss our plan to get the questions asked in
the introduction answered. Afterwards we will discuss NBI torque, Ohmic
induced torque and the energy and momentum confinement time in more
detail. We will also specify this theory more around the thesis.

3.1 Approach

Our goal is to find out whether the ICRH induces torque, in what cases the
ICRH induces torque and what this torque depends on. Imagine that the
ICRH would induce a torque. Before the ICRH injection the momentum is
L, the momentum confinement time is τm and the total torque is T . During
the ICRH the momentum is L + ∆L, the momentum confinement time is
τm + ∆τm and the total torque is T + TICRH. If we use the definition of the
momentum confinement time, given in equation 1.1 we obtain the set of
equations 3.1.

L = Tτm (3.1a)
L+ ∆L = (T + TICRH)(τm + ∆τm) (3.1b)

Now we want to test the hypothesis that the ICRH does not induce
torque, in that case TICRH = 0, changing equations 3.1 into equations 3.2.

L = Tτm (3.2a)
L+ ∆L = T (∆τm + τm) (3.2b)
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When simplifying equations 3.2, equation 3.3 can be deducted.

∆τm

τm

=
∆L

L
(3.3)

This means that if the relative difference due to ICRH in confinement
equals the relative difference due to ICRH in momentum, the ICRH does
not induce torque: the momentum (and rotation) change is purely caused
by confinement change.

Simplifying equations 3.1 gives us an expression for the ICRH induced
torque stated in equation 3.4.

TICRH =
∆L
L
− ∆τm

τm

1 + ∆τm
τm

T (3.4)

The ICRH induced torque in equation 3.4 can be written as a multipli-
cation factor times the total torque in the plasma prior to the ICRH. This
does not automatically mean that TICRH ∝ T , whereas the multiplication
factor changes for each experiment and might depend on T . Equation 3.4
can be written more compact in equations 3.5, in which the multiplication
factor, α is defined.

TICRH = αT (3.5a)

α =
∆L
L
− ∆τm

τm

1 + ∆τm
τm

(3.5b)

The denominator of the multiplication factor cannot change the sign
of the multiplication factor, because the ∆τm

τm
> −1. Therefore sign[α] =

sign[∆L
L
− ∆τm

τm
]. As we already have seen before, if ∆L

L
− ∆τm

τm
= 0, the mul-

tiplication factor is zero, meaning that the ICRH does not induce torque.

3.2 Calculating τm

Imagine that we have balanced, or near balanced beams. In this case, cal-
culating the total torque, and therefore also the momentum confinement
time, becomes difficult, because the NBI torques cancel each other out,
leaving an Ohmic induced torque that is not negligible anymore. In order
to tackle this problem we try to improve the calculation of the torqueex-
erted on the plasma before the ICRH. One method is by making the calcu-
lation of the NBI torque more accurate by calculating a torque deposition
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profile. Using this method, the cancellation of the NBI torques might be
less because there are always minor fluctuations in the NBI systems: the
NBI power of the two systems is never exactly the same. This method is
described in section 3.2.1. Another method is by trying to make a model
for the Ohmic induced torque. When we only look at balanced beams,
the rotation of the plasma is caused by Ohmic rotation. We can use this
rotation to calculate the internal Ohmic torque. By doing this for a lot of
different experiments, it might be possible to create a model for the Ohmic
rotation (or Ohmic induced torque). This is described in section 3.2.2.

3.2.1 NBI torque

The model used in section 2.7 is a crude approximation, because it assumes
that all the beam’s torque is absorbed at only one point. However, this is
not the case, as the beam’s torque gets absorbed over the shot line of the
NBI: and not in just one point. The difference can be seen in figure 3.1.

RNBI

a) Simplification in which NBI power
is only absorbed in one point, at one
radius RNBI

b) Extended model in which the NBI power
is absorbed at multiple radii along the shot 
line of the NBI, hence RNBI is a function 
along the shot line

RNBI = f(x)

Figure 3.1: The difference between the simplified and the extended model

In the extended model, the beam’s torque is absorbed over the shot line
of the NBI. This model makes use of equation 3.6 to calculate how many
beam particles (nEb ) remain at a certain point dl in the shot line, L. This
depends on the velocity of the NBI neutrals, vb and on cross section of the
NBI system, < σv > (Eb, T, ne), which depend on the energy of the beam
particles, Eb, the average temperature of the plasma, T = Telectron+Tion

2
and

the density of the particles in the plasma (this equals the electron density
ne).
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nEb ∝ exp(−
∫
L

< σv > (Eb, T, ne)

vb
nedl). (3.6)

By differentiating the number of beam particles over the shot line, we
know how many particles are absorbed at a certain point, therefore it is
possible to calculate a NBI absorption profile as function of the RNBI (see
figure 3.1): fNBI(RNBI) (which is normalized over the integration of the
entire tokamak:

∫
Torus

fNBI(r)dr = 1). The torque can then be calculated by
expanding the model of section 2.7 with the NBI absorption profile. The
result is equation 3.7.

TNBI =
1

vb

∫
Torus

fNBI(RNBI)PNBIRNBIdV . (3.7)

The extended model is still an approximation, because the NBI is mod-
eled as a line (in reality there is a deposition profile along the beam’s
width) and because the rotation of the plasma and the Shaffranov shift is
not taken into account. However, the NBI is modeled as a line. In reality,
the NBI is a beam, with a deposition profile along the beam’s width.

The result of the calculation is that the two NBI profiles of both NBI
beams with balanced beams still look alike, meaning that the NBI torque
still drops to zero when the beams are balanced.

3.2.2 Ohmic induced torque

If we still neglect the Ohmic torque when beams are balanced, the calcu-
lated torque goes to zero, but the plasma will still rotate, which means that
a singularity will be forming in the equation for the momentum confine-
ment time. A method to prevent this is by stating that the rotation that is
still observed when beams are balanced is caused by the Ohmic heating.
If we then subtract this offset from the momentum (LOhmic ≈ LNBI balanced),
the momentum of the plasma will drop to zero when the Ohmic torque
drops to zero, therefore preventing the singularity. Mathematically such
an offset is the same as calculating the Ohmic torque, which is shown in
equation 3.8.

LTotal − LOhmic

TNBI
=

LTotal

TNBI + TOhmic
=
LNBI

TNBI
(3.8)

Eventually the result of the offset is that the momentum confinement
time is the NBI momentum divided by the NBI torque again. This is a
valid result, whereas when the NBI are not balanced this is also the way
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Table 3.1: A table with the Pearson correlation coefficients of the Ohmic
rotation model

L ne Bt Ip Te Ti

L 1 0.037 −0.350 −0.188 0.667 0.830
ne 0.037 1 0.119 0.377 0.053 −0.136
Bt −0.350 0.119 1 −0.512 0.270 −0.395
Ip −0.188 0.377 −0.512 1 −0.290 −0.094
Te 0.667 0.053 0.270 −0.290 1 0.656
Ti 0.830 −0.136 −0.395 −0.0941 0.656 1


the momentum confinement time is calculated. However, in the case of
balanced beams, the Ohmic torque cannot be neglected. This is solved
by using an offset which removes the Ohmic momentum, which can be
described as an Ohmic torque.

By analyzing data about L, the electron density, the ion temperature,
the electron temperature, the plasma current, the NBI power and the mag-
netic field for various shots with balanced beams, it is possible to create a
model to calculate the offset in L. By calculating the Pearson correlation
coefficients of this data, it is possible to determine what variables the offset
in L is most depended on.

A correlation coefficient of 1 states perfect correlation, a correlation of
- 1 states perfect anti-correlation and a correlation of 0 means that the data
is not correlated at all. In this case we have chosen a correlation coefficient
threshold of 0.8. In table 3.1, the coefficients of the Pearson correlation
matrix of the set of data is given.

The data was the strongest correlated by the ion temperature Ti. Hence
the model for the Ohmic rotation is given only an ion temperature depen-
dence, using a polynomial fit around Ti, which is displayed in equation
3.9. Other varieties of dependencies were tried as well, but a model with
only ion temperature dependence seems to work the best.

Loffset = Loffset(Ti) =

j=N∑
j=0

ajT
j
i (3.9)

The performance of the model can be seen when the values of the cal-
culation are plot against the values of the model. Ideally, there should be
a y = x relation between the model and the calculation (in that way, the
model describes the calculation at best). Such a linear regression plot for
the used model can be seen in figure 3.2.

In figure 3.2, the green line is the y = x reference line. It is shown that
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Figure 3.2: Linear regression plot of the modeled offset and the calculated
offset.

the measurements lie on the reference line reasonably: the most error bars
lie on the reference line. Most measurements are quite clustered: usually
the offset measurements are near -0.04 Nms or near 0.01 Nms. There are
no measurements in between, in the range of −0.03 < L < −0.01 Nms.
Therefore, the accuracy of the model is unkown at this range. The errors
of the model get extremely large when the measured momentum goes to
zero (the ion temperature is high here). The reason for this might be that
the polynomial fit is invalid for these ion temperature ranges, which might
indicate that a physical understanding of the proces is needed first so we
know what function to use for fitting.

Due to the poor accuracy of the model, correcting for the Ohmic torque
increased the momentum instead of decreasing it. Due to this unsatisfying
result, we are unable to use this model to get an accurate description for
the Ohmic torque or Ohmic rotation. With more analysis and experiments
it may be possible to create a better model for the Ohmic induced rotation.
Also, it might help to develop the physical understanding of the Ohmic
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rotation, so that it is clear what function could be best used for fitting.

3.3 Energy and momentum confinement time

We tried two methods to calculate τm for balanced beams. However, due
to poor accuracy, the effect of these methods is unsatisfactory. Therefore
we are unable to calculate τm for balanced beams (or rather we are un-
able to calculate the torque exerted on the plasma before the ICRH here).
Luckily, there is a method to obtain the ICRH induced torque in section
3.1 without using the momentum confinement time. We do not need the
actual momentum confinement time: but only the relative difference of it.
Therefore, if we assume the linearity between the momentum confinement
time and the energy confinement time from section 3.1 as valid, the two
relative differences have to be the same, so we can replace τm with τE. The
nature of this assumption is that experimentally τm = βτE is observed. The
energy and momentum confinement time describe the transport of respec-
tively energy and momentum in the tokamak. It is plausible that these two
forms of transport are linked. This is the theoretical basis for the linearity
assumption made. This results in equation 3.10.

∆τE

τE

=
∆τm

τm

(3.10)

Using equation 3.10 we can create a new set of equations, 3.11, needed
to find out whether ICRH torque is induced and to find out how to calcu-
late the amount of ICRH torque.

∆L

L
≈ ∆τE

τE

no ICRH torque is induced (3.11a)

∆L

L
>

∆τE

τE

TICRH in same direction as T (3.11b)

∆L

L
<

∆τE

τE

TICRH in opposite direction as T (3.11c)

TICRH = αT ICRH torque is induced:
∆L

L
6= ∆τE

τE

(3.11d)

α =
∆L
L
− ∆τE

τE

1 + ∆τE
τE

Definition of α (3.11e)

Using the relative difference in energy confinement time has not yet
solved the problem of how to calculate the torque during balanced beams
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(we need this to calculate the ICRH induced torque). This can be done by
using τm = βτE. The torque can be calculated using equation 3.12.

T =
L

βτE

(3.12)

In order for equation 3.12 to work, we need to determine the constant
β, which needs to be a global constant for this approach to work.

For determining β, a plot of τm against τE is made for co-NBI exper-
iments and mostly counter-NBI heated experiments (a bit of co-NBI is
present here as well for the CXRS diagnostics to work) in figure 3.3. One
hypothesis is that there is a linearity between τE and τm, which is global,
meaning that the slope β is the same for all experiments in TEXTOR, as
stated in equation 2.3. A second hypothesis is that the slope is approxi-
mately 1, because τE ≈ τm [4].

Figure 3.3: The linearity between τm and τE.

The green line is the hypothesis τE ≈ τm. From figure 3.3, it can be
deducted that the hypothesis is invalid: only the linear fit of the dedicated
rotational experiments gets close to the hypothesis, the other fits deviate a
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lot. It can also be deducted that β is not a universal constant: because it is
impossible to find a linear fit which agrees to all measurements. Hence, we
are unable to calculate the torque in case of balanced beams using equa-
tion 3.12. Therefore each seperate case is fit with a linear fit with intersect
zero (because our assumption is τm = βτE) to check whether β is constant
within each case. However, these fits are rather poor, which means that β
is not completely constant within each case.

Figure 3.4: β in a timetrace for various shots in between 1.2 and 1.5 sec-
onds. Shots are mixed co-NBI and counter-NBI. In the legend the various
shot numbers are given.

Although β varies within each case, figure 3.3 does not say anything
about the change in β during an experiment. In figure 3.4 β is plot in a
timetrace for multiple shots. Only a short time interval (300 ms) is chosen,
because the calculation is incorrect when the ICRH is turned on. In figure
3.4 it is shown that β is relatively constant for each seperate experiment.
When β rises during the timetrace, the plasma is not yet in equilibrium in
the beginning. The cases in which the plasma is not yet in equilibrium are
cases of relatively high energy confinement time (and therefore high mo-
mentum confinement time). It takes one confinement time for the plasma
to forget all its information of the energy and momentum of the plasma
(because the confinement time describes the transport). The momentum
confinement time is in the order of tenths of seconds here, meaning that in
the beginning the plasma still caries information of before the ICRH injec-
tion, therefore the plasma is not yet in equilibrium here: it takes one mo-
mentum / energy confinement time after the ICRH injection to reach equi-
librium. Figure 3.4 proves that β is only constant (which means τE ∝ τm)
during equilibrium, which means that, during equilibrium, equation 3.10
can be used.
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Chapter 4

Results

First we will test the hypothesis that the ICRH heating does not induce
torque. This approach will be done for three cases: shots with co-NBI,
shots with primarily counter-NBI (there is some co-NBI needed for the
CXRS diagnostics to work) and shots with balanced beams.

Afterwards, each case will be discussed in more detail and a more
quantitative approach for the ICRH torque calculation will be given.

4.1 ICRH induced torque

We will test whether the ICRH induces torque by plotting the relative dif-
ference in momentum against the relative difference in confinement (fig-
ure 4.1). The hypothesis is that the difference in rotation (and therefore
momentum) caused by the ICRH can be fully explained by the difference
in confinement (∆L

L
≈ τE

τE
): the ICRH does not induce torque.

Measurements that roughly agree with the hypothesis in figure 4.1
have no ICRH induced torque: the change in rotation caused by the ICRH
can be explained by a change in confinement (∆L

L
≈ τE

τE
). Measurements

that lie above the hypothesis have a positive α, (∆L
L

> τE
τE

), which means
that the ICRH induced torque is in the same direction as the torque ex-
erted on the plasma before the ICRH. We refer to this case as an amplifying
torque. Contrastingly, measurements that lie below the hypothesis have a
negative α, (∆L

L
< τE

τE
). This means that the ICRH induced torque is in the

opposite direction as the torque exerted on the plasma before the ICRH.
We refer to this case as a reducing torque.

From figure 4.1 it can be clearly seen that in the co-NBI experiments
roughly agree with the hypothesis, so in general the ICRH does not in-
duce torque on co-NBI experiments. However, there are some exceptions
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Figure 4.1: The relative difference in momentum is plot against the rel-
ative difference in confinement for co-NBI experiments, counter-NBI ex-
periments and balanced beams. The ICRH does not induce torque in the
measurements which are close to the hypothetical green line (∆L

L
≈ τE

τE
).

to this, as some in some cases an amplifying or reducing ICRH torque is
induced. This will be examined more carefully in section 4.2. The counter-
NBI experiments are experiments with relatively high counter-NBI power
and relatively low co-NBI power. In all cases of counter-NBI heating an
amplifying ICRH torque is induced, which we will discuss in section 4.3
in more detail. The balanced beams experiments are experiments in which
the power of co-NBI and counter-NBI is roughly the same. In all balanced
beam experiments an amplifying ICRH torque is induced. We will discuss
this in section 4.4 in more detail.

Each case will be discussed quantitatively and qualitatively later on in
this paragraph. The quantitatively discussion treats the factors the ICRH
torque depends on. The dependency of the ICRH torque on various plasma
parameters, like plasma current, magnetic field, ICRH power, NBI power,
ICRH phasing, electron temperature, ion temperature, density and beam
particle energy have been checked. A correlation has been found between
the multiplication factor and the ICRH power, ICRH phasing, electron
temperature, ion temperature and density. Furthermore, the torque ex-
erted on the plasma before the ICRH is correlated with the NBI power.
The dependencies of the electron temperature, ion temperature and den-
sity have been described as a dependency on ion - ion collisionality and
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electron - ion collisionality. Therefore the dependency of the ICRH torque
on the NBI power, ICRH power, electron - ion collisionality and ion - ion
collisionality is treated in the quantitatively discussion of each different
scenario of NBI heating.

4.2 Co-NBI beams

The measurements of the used co-NBI experiments can be divided in three
categories: rotational measurements, high density measurements and sec-
ond ICRH phase measurements. First we will discuss whether ICRH torque
is induced or not, and in what direction, afterwards we will discuss how
big the ICRH induced torque is and what it depends on. The difference
between these experiments will be explained later.

4.2.1 Is ICRH torque induced in co-NBI heated plasmas?

When the ICRH is turned on in co-NBI heated plasmas, it can be seen that
the energy confinement time drops and that the momentum drops. With
this observation, there can be no ICRH torque, an amplifying ICRH torque
or a reducing ICRH torque: it all depends on which relative change is the
biggest and whether they are approximately the same.

Figure 4.2: A timetrace of the effect of the ICRH on the momentum and
energy confinement time for co-NBI heated plasmas.

Figure 4.3 is a similar figure as figure 4.1 with the rotational measure-
ments, high density measurements and second ICRH phase measurements
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taken into account separately.

Figure 4.3: The relation between the relative difference in momentum and
the relative difference in confinement, comparable with figure 4.1.

In figure 4.3 the relation between the relative difference in confinement
and the relative difference in momentum is visible. The hypothesis is that
the ICRH does not induce torque on the plasma, which is indicated by the
green line. Through each category a straight line with fixed slope 1 is fit
through the measurements. The dotted lines give the confidence levels of
the various fits.

In a first approximation, the difference due to the ICRH in the mo-
mentum confinement time can be approximated as a differential equation,
ultimately leading to ∆L

L
− ∆τE

τE
= TICRH

T
. Therefore, the ICRH torque creates

only an offset and not a change in slope (hence slope 1). However, the dif-
ferences due to the ICRH are not infinitesimal: so the differential equation
approximation is just a crude approximation. When a precise analytical
approach is taken (as in section 3.1), the relative difference in the torque is
multiplied with an extra factor: ∆L

L
− ∆τE

τE
= (1 + ∆τE

τE
)TICRH

T
, which causes a

deviation in the slope as large as the horizontal axis intersection.
Rotation measurements are experiments dedicated to analyzing the ef-

fects of the NBI systems and the various other heating systems (like ICRH)
on the rotation of the plasma. It appears to be that the hypothesis is cor-
rect for these experiments. For these rotation experiments, the ICRH in-
duced rotation can be almost completely explained by the difference in
confinement. Hence the ICRH does probably not induce torque for these
experiments.
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Second ICRH phase measurements are measurements in which various
phase settings of the ICRH were tested. Detailed analysis of the ICRH
phasing is needed. In these experiments, first one ICRH wave is shot into
the plasma by one ICRH system, then the ICRH system is shut off, and
afterwards another ICRH phase (by a different ICRH system) is shot into
the plasma. This is shown in the figure 4.4.

Figure 4.4: A timetrace of the various heating methods used in one of the
second phase ICRH experiments (shot number: 102981)

The effect of the first ICRH phase (ICRH2 in figure 4.4) is taken into
consideration as the normal rotational experiments, the effect of the first
ICRH phase (ICRH1 in figure 4.4) is taken into account separately. The first
ICRH phase does not induce torque. However, when the second ICRH
phase is shot into the plasma, the relative change in momentum is much
stronger, shifting the measurements to the left in figure 4.3, meaning that
the ICRH phase induces a reducing torque. We are unable to say whether
this effect is caused by the phasing of the ICRH, or whether it is caused by
a change of density, as the density is higher when the second ICRH phase
is shot in. This will be more clearly visible in figure 4.5, when the effect of
the density on the ICRH induced torque is investigated.

These measurements lie above the hypothesis for the high density mea-
surements, meaning that there is an amplifying ICRH induced torque in
these cases. It can be observed that the momentum barely changes when
the ICRH is turned on. A possible effect on the ICRH induced torque by
the electron density can be seen in the figure 4.5).

In figure 4.5, the relative difference in confinement, ∆τE
τE

, divided by the
relative difference in momentum, ∆L

L
, caused by the ICRH, is plot against

the average electron density in m−3. The green line is the fixed at 1. In this
case, the relative difference in confinement and the relative difference in
momentum equal each other and no ICRH torque is induced. A straight
line with slope 0 is fit through each experiment separately. The slope is
theoretically 0 when the momentum confinement time is approximated as
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Figure 4.5: A graph which shows the effects of the density on the relative
differences of the momentum and confinement when the ICRH is switched
on

a differential equation (see the explanation for figure 4.3). The confidence
levels of the fits (given by the black dotted lines) are given by the dotted
lines.

For the rotational experiment, the fit appears to agree well with the hy-
pothesis. Furthermore, the average density (ne = 1

VTorus

∫
Torus

ne(R)dV ), of
these experiments is relatively low ((1.8 < ne < 2.2).1019m−3). The ICRH
does not induce torque on the plasma for these co-NBI experiments. The
red dots are the second phase ICRH experiments, with a slightly higher
density (2.2 < ne < 2.3).1019m−3). The confidence level of this experi-
ment is given by the width of the fitted line. A reducing torque is in-
duced by the ICRH here. The blue dots mark the high density experiments
(2.9 < ne < 3.3).1019m−3). The ICRH induces an amplifying torque here. A
peculiar feat about these measurements is that the errors are much greater
and that there is a lot of spread between the measurements. The spread
of the measurements can be explain by the differential approximation is
inaccurate here because the intersect on the horizontal axis of high den-
sity experiments in figure 4.3 is rather large. There is no data available for
(2.3 < ne < 2.9).1019m−3: more data is needed to give an accurate descrip-
tion of the effect of the density on the ICRH induced torque.
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4.2.2 ICRH induced torque

Normally ICRH does not induce torque on co-NBI heated plasmas. How-
ever, it is observed that ICRH torque is induced in two cases (for co-NBI
heated plasmas), cases in which the density is very high and the ICRH
torque is an amplifying torque and cases in which different ICRH phas-
ings were used and the ICRH torque is a reducing torque. In this section
we will discuss the dependencies of the ICRH induced torque on vari-
ous plasma parameters for these cases of co-NBI heating for which ICRH
torque is induced. Now we will discuss how much torque is induced by
the ICRH and what factors it depends on.

Figure 4.6: The effect of τii on α for co-NBI experiments.

In figure 4.6 the dependency of the multiplication factor on the ion -
ion collision times is given. When the ion-ion collisions become less fre-
quent, the multiplication factor drops. It is observed that when the ion -
ion collisionality is high, the relative change in momentum due to ICRH
is relatively small. Apparently the ions transfer their torque at high ion -
ion collisionality and their momentum at lower ion - ion collisionality. A
plausible explanation is that the incoming ion loses its momentum mem-
ory faster at high collisionality (the definition of the ion - ion collision time
is the time that it takes before an ion makes a ninety degree turn due to the
Coulomb interactions with other ions), transferring this to other particles,
generating torque in this manner. There is a large spread in various multi-
plication factors for identical τii, as indicated by the dashed light blue lines
in figure 4.6. This spread is caused by a changes in ICRH phasing. This
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becomes clear when comparing the first and second phase ICRH experi-
ments (green and blue dots). It appears to be that the first phase ICRH
experiments are more or less mirrored by the light blue line (which is a
linear fit through all data in the middle of the spread of α) into the second
phase ICRH experiments.

There appears to be no or hardly any dependency of the multiplication
factor on the electron - ion collisionality.

Figure 4.7: The effect of ICRH power on α for co-NBI experiments.

In figure 4.7 the dependency of the multiplication factor on the ICRH
power is shown. For the same ICRH power, multiple multiplication fac-
tors, with different τii, can occur. Furthermore, the dependency appears to
be quite random. It seems that if the ICRH power is higher, the multipli-
cation factor gets larger: the spread seems to increase. There might be a
small correlation between the ICRH power and α, but the data is not solid
enough to prove this. Also, the effect of the ICRH phasing and the ion -
ion collisionality seems to be much greater.

The multiplication factor is not the only factor the ICRH induced torque
depends on. It also depends on the torque exerted on the plasma prior to
the ICRH, see equation 3.11. This torque is positive and linear with the
co-NBI power, as figure 4.8 shows. This means, according to equation 3.11
that the ICRH torque is linear to the co-NBI power as well.

Although in most co-NBI heated plasmas no ICRH torque is induced, a
quantitative analysis of the ICRH torque on co-NBI heated plasmas shows
that 0.8 > α > −0.4, which means relatively high positive ICRH torques
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Figure 4.8: The effect of the co-NBI power on the torque exerted on the
plasma before the ICRH.

and relatively low negative ICRH. The torque before the ICRH was ob-
served to be 1.0 > T > 0.2Nm. this results in an ICRH induced torque of
0.25 > TICRH > −0.25Nm with an error of approximately 20 - 30 procent.

4.3 Counter-NBI beams

Counter-NBI heated plasmas are plasmas with a bit of co-NBI heating (to
make the CXRS diagnostics work) and with much more counter-NBI heat-
ing. First we will investigate whether ICRH induces torque on mainly
counter-NBI heated plasmas in section 4.3.1. Afterwards we will take a
more quantitative approach and we will try to see how large the multipli-
cation factor is and what it depends on in section 4.3.2.

4.3.1 Does ICRH induce torque on counter-NBI heated plas-
mas?

When the ICRH is shot at a mainly counter-NBI heated plasma, it is ob-
served that the momentum hardly changes and that the confinement drops,
this is illustrated in figure 4.9.This means that the change in confinement
is completely explained by ICRH induced torque. This is exactly the op-
posite of what happens with most co-NBI heated plasmas, here the change
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in confinement is completely explained by the change in momentum. This
can also be deducted from figure 4.1: there is a collection of experiments
that has hardly any change in momentum, but there is a change in con-
finement.

Figure 4.9: A timetrace of the effect of the ICRH on the momentum and
energy confinement time for counter-NBI heated plasmas.

There is also a set of experiments in figure 4.1 that has a much larger
change in momentum. These experiments have a low counter - NBI power,
meaning that in these cases the PCounter−NBI is too weak to rule out all ef-
fects of the co-NBI bundle. Contrastingly, we will refer to the measure-
ments with hardly any change in momentum due to the ICRH as high
counter - NBI power experiments. In these experiments, similar effects as
experiments of balanced beams, see section 4.4, are shown. In figure 4.1
it is also visible that these experiments are more or less comparable with
some of the balanced bundle experiments.

4.3.2 ICRH induced torque

We will discuss the effects of the various collisionalities and the ICRH
power on the multiplication factor α. Afterwards we will discuss the ef-
fect of the NBI power on the NBI torque, T . Because TICRH = αT , we can
combine the dependencies to determine what the ICRH torque depends
on.
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Figure 4.10: The effect of τii on α for mostly counter-NBI experiments.

In figure 4.10 the dependency of the multiplication factor on the ion -
ion collision time, τii, is shown. In figure 4.10 it seems that there is a linear
dependence of the low counter-NBI powers on τii. It does not seem that
there is an dependence of the high counter-NBI powers on τii. There was
also a linear dependence of τii on the co-NBI experiments. It is shown that
the multiplication factor for high counter-NBI powers has no dependence
on the ion - ion collisions.

In figure 4.11 the dependency of the multiplication factor on the elec-
tron - ion collision frequency, fei, is shown. The reason why we use the fei

instead of τei is that a power like dependence of τei on α was investigated.
It seems that there is no clear distinction between high and low counter-
NBI powers in this case. Furthermore, it seems that there is a linear depen-
dence between fei and α. The fact that this is observed for all counter-NBI
powers, probably implicates that this is an effect of the counter-NBI power
heating.

A power like dependence for large counter-NBI powers of the ICRH
power on α is shown in figure 4.12. The advantage of a power fit is that
no ICRH torque is induced when the ICRH power goes to zero. Never-
theless, it would have been possible in this case to use a linear fit with
fixed intersect at zero. However a power fit was used for balanced beam
experiments as well (see section 4.4). A peculear feat is that no correlation
between the low counter-NBI powers (which show partly balanced beam
like properties due to a smaller difference between counter-NBI and co-
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Figure 4.11: The effect of fei on α for mostly counter-NBI experiments.

Figure 4.12: The effect of ICRH power on α for counter-NBI heated plas-
mas.

NBI power) and α is seen, whereas there is a clear correlation for balanced
beam like properties.

The multiplication factor is not the only factor the ICRH induced torque
depends on the torque exerted on the plasma prior to the ICRH as well,
see equation 3.11. This torque is negative, because the counter-NBI is here
much stronger then the co-NBI. There is a linear dependence of the torque
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Figure 4.13: The effect of the counter-NBI power on the torque exerted on
the plasma before the ICRH.

on the co-NBI power, therefore a linear dependence of the torque on the
counter-NBI power is expected as well. Another expectation is that this
linearity goes through the origin. You might think that this is not true
because if the counter-NBI power goes to zero, there is still some co-NBI
power. However, the co-NBI power used for the ICRH diagnostics scales
with the counter-NBI power, meaning that the co-NBI power goes to zero
as well. In figure 4.13 this linearity can be seen, which means that ac-
cording to equation 3.11, the ICRH torque is linear with the counter-NBI
power.

A quantitive analysis of the ICRH torque shows that 0.6 > α > 0.1
and that −0.3 < T < −0.2 Nm. The multiplication factors are rather low
and the torque before the ICRH is rather low as well. This results in a low
ICRH torque of −0.12 < TICRH < −0.03 Nm.

4.4 Balanced beams

As shown in the beginning of this section, the ICRH induces torque on bal-
anced beams experiments. Because we cannot calculate the ICRH induced
torque in the case of balanced beams (we cannot calculate the torque prior
to the ICRH phase), we will use α, the ICRH torque magnification factor,
defined in equation 3.11, to describe the ICRH induced torque.

First we will investigate whether ICRH induces torque on balanced
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bundle experiments in section 4.4.1. Afterwards we will take a more quan-
titative approach and we will try to see how large the multiplication factor
is and what it depends on.

4.4.1 Does ICRH induce torque on balanced bundle exper-
iments?

In balanced bundle experiments, it can be seen that there is a negative mo-
mentum. When the ICRH is triggered, the absolute momentum becomes
larger, creating a positive relative difference in momentum. The relative
difference in confinement is negative. This means that there is an ampli-
fying ICRH induced torque. This can also be seen by the fact that the
balanced bundle experiments lie on another quadrant as the hypothesis
in figure 4.1. The effect of the ICRH on the momentum and energy con-
finement time is illustrated in figure 4.14. In figure 4.14 the momentum
(red line) is mirrored using the horizontal axis into the dashed red line for
a better comparison between the differences in momentum and confine-
ment due to ICRH.

Figure 4.14: A timetrace of the effect of ICRH on the momentum and en-
ergy confinement time for balanced bundle experiments.
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4.4.2 ICRH induced torque

We will discuss the effects of various plasma parameters on α for balanced
bundle experiments.

Figure 4.15: The ion - ion collision times, τii as function of the multiplica-
tion factor α.

In figure 4.15 the ion - ion collision times is plot against the multipli-
cation factor, α, of the ICRH induced torque. It is clearly visible that the
spread in α is much larger for low τii than for high τii. It is expected that
the multiplication factor is high for low ion - ion collision times and low
for high ion - ion collision times. The spread in α for low τii is caused by
a difference in ion - electron collisions. When both collision times are low
α is high, when one of them gets larger, α decreases. This agrees with the
theory.

In figure 4.16 the electron - ion collision frequency (fei = 1
τei

) is com-
pared with the multiplication factor. The reason why we use fei instead
of τei is that a power like dependence of τei on α was investigated. There
are three regions of experiments shown: low ICRH power, medium ICRH
power and high ICRH power. The green line is a fit through all the ICRH
powers, and the other coloured lines are linear fits through the seperate
regions. There is probably a linear dependence between α and fei. There
are not enough data points to make this claim firm. However, it seems as
if the slope of the various regions of ICRH regions stays constant, and an
approximately linear dependence of α on fei was shown for counter-NBI
heated plasmas. Therefore, such a linear dependence is probable. It ap-
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Figure 4.16: The electron - ion collision frequency, fei as function of the
multiplication factor α.

pears to be that the offset in the linear fit scales linearly with the ICRH
power. It is observed that this effect is caused by larger relative changes in
confinement due to ICRH.

In figure 4.17 the effect of the ICRH power on α can be seen. There
are two separate cases defined, cases with high fei (around 350 kHz) and
cases with low fei (from 40 to 100 kHz). There is a clear dependence of
α on PICRH. When we use a linear fit (black line) the intersect of these
linear fits are dependent on the fei and therefore do not go to zero. This
problem can be solved by using a power fit y(x) = axb through the various
cases, because the intersect of such a function is always zero. This is the
red fit in figure 4.17. Both fits work reasonably well: the error bars of the
measurements agree with the fitted line. However, the linear result is only
correct in an approximation for large ICRH powers.

It seems that α in the case of balanced bundle heated plasmas mostly
depends on fei and PICRH, so α = α(fei, PICRH). It seems that α has a linear
dependence of fei, see figure 4.16, and that it has a power like dependence
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Figure 4.17: The ICRH power as function of α.

on PICRH, see figure 4.17. This means that it might be possible to construct
a model which can predict α for a given fei and PICRH. This is equivalent
to making a 3D scatter plot and finding a surface that intersects the data
points the best. However, mathematically it can be proven that there exist
an infinite amount of surfaces that can be constructed which will intersect
with all data points. Because of the dependencies seen in figures 4.16 and
4.17, the models given in equation 4.1 will be tried. The intention of such
a model is to check whether we can find an empirical model which can
describe the ICRH induced torque for cases of high density, and which de-
scribes that in the other cases no ICRH torque is induced. The model can-
not accord for reduced torque because it does not take information about
the ICRH phasing into account. Another intention of this model is to check
whether α can be described as α = α(fei, PICRH).

α(fei, PICRH) = a+ bfei + cPICRH Model 1: Linear model (4.1a)

α(fei, PICRH) = af beiP
c
ICRH Model 2: Power model (4.1b)
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The first model uses a first order linear approximation: a first order
two dimensional Taylor expansion, for calculating the multiplication fac-
tor. This is just an approximation, whereas the multiplication factor does
not drop to zero for zero ICRH power with such a model. It is an approx-
imation which holds correctly for the ranges of PICRH and τei used. The
second model describes a scaling law like equation. It is a chain of power
equations, therefore it falls to zero when either the PICRH or fei drops to
zero.

The models are compared with the multiplication factor from the ex-
periments using a residue plot, which is shown in figure 4.18.

Figure 4.18: Regression plot of the two models suggested in equation 4.1.

In figure 4.18 it is clearly visible that the modeled α agrees to the α
which was measured during the experiment. However, the accuracy of
both models is rather poor: they gives a rough estimation of α and not an
accurate value. The reason for this is that there is hardly any data avail-
able for α > 2. Because of this lack of data, it is uncertain how well the
model performs at 2 < α < 3. The errors in the model also become larger
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for large α, this is especially visible in model 2: the errors in the model
are much larger here than at lower α. Because both models agree with
the data reasonably well, we cannot say how the correlation between α
and fei, PICRH exactly looks like. However, the regression plot proofs that
α ≈ α(fei, PICRH). The errors in the fit might be reduced by taking other
dependencies as well into account.

Quantitative analysis of the ICRH induced torque has shown that 4.5 <
α < 0.4 from the experiments analyzed. This is a much larger multi-
plication factor than for the other experiments, meaning that the ICRH
induced torque is relatively the largest for balanced beam experiments.
However, the absolute ICRH torque is still rather low because the torque
before the ICRH is quite low. Because we are unable to calculate the inter-
nal Ohmic torque accurately, we cannot state anything about the absolute
ICRH torque for co-NBI experiments: we can only describe the ICRH in-
duced torque for co-NBI experiments through the use of the multiplication
factor. Because the Ohmic torque is dominant in balanced beams, and the
Ohmic torque has other dependencies than the NBI torque, there is a pos-
sibility that the Ohmic torque (torque before the ICRH) has dependencies
on the collisionalities as well. In such a case, the dependency of the ICRH
induced torque on the collisionality will change.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion

When ICRH heating is applied to the plasma, it is observed that the mo-
mentum of the plasma and the confinement of the plasma change. The
goal of this thesis is to find out whether this change in momentum is
caused by a change in confinement, or by an ICRH induced torque. It
is derived that the ICRH induced torque, TICRH, can be written as a multi-
plication factor, α, which depends on relative changes in momentum and
confinement, times the torque exerted on the plasma before the ICRH, T :
TICRH = αT .

For most purely co-NBI experiments, the ICRH only induces torque
in special cases. One of the cases found was a high ion - ion collisional-
ity (which was caused by a high density), another case was a case where
ICRH phasing was changed. The ICRH induced torque for purely co-NBI
experiments is in the co-direction (positive α for high ion-ion collisional-
ity) or in the counter direction (negative α for low ion-ion collisionality
and changes in ICRH phasings (otherwise no ICRH torque is induced for
these collisionalities))). Furthermore, ICRH torque is linear with the ion -
ion collision times, linear with the co-NBI power and has a strong correla-
tion with the ICRH phasing.

For mostly counter-NBI experiments (there is a little co-NBI for the di-
agnostics to work), the ICRH always induces induces a small torque in the
counter direction. It is observed that the momentum hardly changes when
the ICRH is activated in mostly counter-NBI heated plasmas. This means
that the ICRH torque can be completely described by a change in confine-
ment due to the ICRH. The ICRH induced torque for counter-NBI exper-
iments has a linear dependence with the electron-ion collision frequency,
a power like dependence on the ICRH power and a linear dependence
with the counter-NBI power. Furthermore, the dependancies of the ICRH
torque are different for low and high counter-NBI powers, which can be
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explained by the difference between the co-NBI and counter-NBI power:
if this is low, ICRH effects seen with co-NBI heating will be visible.

For balanced bundle experiments (experiments in which the co-NBI
and counter-NBI power is the same), the ICRH always induces a relatively
large torque. However, the absolute ICRH induced torque is rather low,
because the torque exerted on the plasma before the ICRH is relatively low.
Furthermore, it is observed that α scales linearly with the electron-ion col-
lision times and with the ICRH power. We have made a model to roughly
approximate the multiplication power, which clearly shows that there is
a large correlation between the ICRH induced torque and the electron-ion
collision frequency/ICRH power and a small correlation with the ion -
ion collisionality. Because the torques of the co- and counter-NBI cancel
each other out, the Ohmic torque, which we cannot calculate, is dominant.
Hence we cannot calculate the ICRH induced torque itself, so we describe
it by using the multiplication factor.

In the beginning of the thesis we asked the question whether the change
in rotation observed when the ICRH is turned on can be completely ex-
plained by a change in confinement. The answer is for most co-NBI ex-
periments yes, and therefore no ICRH torque is induced for most co-NBI
experiments. Nevertheless, an ICRH induced torque for co-NBI heated
plasmas is possible for high ion - ion collisionality and for certain ICRH
phasings. For counter-NBI and balanced beams the answer is no, and
therefore an ICRH torque is always induced in these cases. The ICRH
induced torque scales linearly with the co- and counter-NBI power (for
co- (special cases in which ICRH torque is induced for co-NBI heated plas-
mas) and counter-NBI heated plasmas). Furthermore, the ICRH induced
torque depends on the collisionality of the plasma and the ICRH power.

ICRH heating has a large potential for amplifying the torque exerted
on the plasma (20 - 400 percent). Therefore, dedicated experiments are
needed to study the exact dependencies and correlations between the var-
ious plasma parameters and the ICRH induced torque. Experiments with
varying ICRH power and high collisionality, varying collisionality and
high ICRH power are preferred to study these effects or fixed ICRH power
and collisionality and changes in ICRH phasing for several cases of NBI
heating. Furthermore, we do not know how the ICRH reacts on the plasma
at certain co-NBI and counter-NBI power ratios: we only looked at pure
co-NBI, (almost) pure counter-NBI and balanced beams. A method to val-
idate the results in this thesis is by using τm instead of τE. Because of the
advantageous effects of plasma rotation and the relatively low plasma ro-
tation in ITER make ICRH a candidate to effectively amplify the Ohmic
torque which will be more dominant in such a reactor.
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Appendix A

List of shot numbers

Table A.1: List of used shot numbers.
Co-NBI 100187 MARFE experiment

100188
100191
100196
101060 Rotational experiments
101061
102992
102981 Second ICRH phase experiments
102981
102984
102986
102987
102988
102889

Counter-NBI 114012 Low counter-NBI power
114013
114015
114017
108842 High counter-NBI power
108843
108846

Balanced beam experiments 101070
101071
101073
104258
106222
108836
108837
108838
108839
108840
113998
114004
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Appendix B

TEXTOR parameters

Table B.1: Table with important TEXTOR parameters [4]
Major radius (R0) 1.75 m
Plasma radius (c) 0.47 m
Plasma volume 7.0 m3

Magnetic field (B) 1.1 < B < 2.9 T (typical B = 2.25 T)
Plasma current (Ip) 200 < Ip < 800 kA (typical Ip = 400 kA)
Pulse length < 10 s (typical 5 s)
Ohmic Power (POhmic) 0.3 < POhmic < 0.5 MW
NBI (PNBI 1 + PNBI 2) 2 tangential beams

NBI 1 (PNBI 1) 0 < PNBI 1 < 1.5 MW co-current
NBI 2 (PNBI 2) 0 < PNBI2 < 1.5 MW counter-current

ICRH (PICRH) 0 < PICRH < 4.0MW 25 < fICRH < 38 GHz
Electron temperature (Te) 0.4 < Te < 2 keV
Ion temperature (Ti) 0.4 < Ti < 2 keV
Electron density (ne ≈ ni) 1 < Te < 4 × 1019 m−3

Rotation frequency (ωT ) −6 < TωT < 6 × 104 rad
s
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